
FLORIDA FLOW FEST
hoopjuggling/otherdance/yoga staff any/all propspoi

FT LAUDERDALE, FL | Esplanade Park |JANUARY 19-20, 2019

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19

FREE! Florida Flow Fest Wonder Showcase Performance
FREE! LED Jam with Flint Blade & Friends!

7:30pm
8:30pm

FREE! Primal Glow Yoga with Jesicca Aloha6pm

11am

12:30pm

3:30pm

2pm

5pm

Intro to Dragon Staff
Gaby Rosa

Basic Contact Staff
Spades

Contact Staff for 
Lower Half -KC Allen

Intermediate Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Staff Toss & 
Juggling- Spades

Radical Poi Stacks
Grant Baker

Intro to 3-Ball Juggles 
Adam Engelson

Dance Your Poi Off
Grant Baker

Intro to Poi
JayTee

8-Step Stall Chase
Grant Baker

Vinyasa Funk N Flow 
Katt Watts

Intro to Slackline
Unicorn Asana

Jedi Activation
Brian Ritter

Invert Yourself!
Katt Watts

NeuroScience of Flow
Richard Hartnell

Single Hoop Act
Ali Padiak

Wedgies & Escalators: 
Twins- Jasmine Kienne

Clown Technique
Dr Boogie

Sassy Twin Tech
Jasmine Kienne

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

Intro to Buugeng 
Alex Werst

Isolations 101
Saturn

Creating Magick
SpaceDragon

Club Leggos
Solenne Alexa

Beyond Cascade 
Richard Hartnell

Intro to Fan Tech
Typhlo

Intro to Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Card Manipulation
April Choi

Intro to Club Passing
Solenne & Russell

Next Level Buugeng
 Alex Werst

Advanced Hoop Body 
Rolls-Mike Hayataka

Beginner Whip 
Cracks- April Choi

SUNDAY, JANUARY 20

FREE! LED Jam with Flint Blade & Friends7pm
FREE! BeatBox with Flummox & HugLife with Spades!6pm

FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

11am

12:30pm

3:30pm

2pm

5pm

Shoulder Staffways
KC Allen

Angel Rolls
Spades

Intro to 5-Ball
Solenne Alexa

Step Onto Stage
Spades

Intro to Staff Fishtails 
Richard Harnell

Poi Fundamentals
Adam Engelson

Contact Juggling
Richard Hartnell

Poi Transitions 
Adam Engelson

Spin ALL the Poi
Grant Baker

Po Tracers & VTG
Russell Paac

Slackasana
Unicorn Asana

Acro Yoga 101!
Katt Watts

Slackro Secrets
Andrea Sarcos

Rigging Basic Lines
Unicorn Asana

Acro Yoga Journey
Robert and Madi

3 Clubs 2 People
Solenne & Russell

Intro to Cyr Wheel
Gaby Rosa

Quad-Hoops
Mike Hayataka

Hoop Balance
Mike Hayataka

Advanced Acro Hoop
Saturn

Sassy Pizza Party 
SpaceDragon

Advanced Levi 
Wand- Lady Aetheria

Fan Trigonometry
Typhlo

Intro to Ground Work
KC Allen

Hoop Yoga Pose
Jasmine Kienne

Poi Movement
Russell Paac

Blues & Tango Dance
April Choi

Intro to Samba
Dr Boogie

Beginner Whip 
Cracks- April Choi

Multi-Hoop- On & Off 
Body- Ali Padiak

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

Intro to Fan Tech
Typhlo

Fan Trigonometry
Typhlo

Blues & Tango Dance
April Choi
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19
11am Intro to Dragon Staff

Gaby Rosa
Radical Poi Stacks

Grant Baker
Vinyasa Funk N Flow 

Katt Watts
Single Hoop Act

Ali Padiak

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage
Club Leggos

Solenne Alexa
Intro to Fan Tech

Typhlo
Beginner Whip 

Cracks- April Choi

11am
Center Stage- Circus Style Single Hoop- Ali Padiak
Have you been hooping a while and want to dip your toes into performing? This workshop will explain all the do’s & donts, tips and se-
crets, and the flashiest of tricks to really “WOW” your audience! 

Park Place- Club Leggos- Solenne Alexa
Creatively build shapes and flow with juggling clubs. Patterns are adaptable for very beginners and intermediate-level jugglers.

Backstage- Beginner Whip Cracking: Single Cracks - April Choi
Everyone has heard the very distinguishing sound of a whip cracking but few have experienced at their own hand. Whether or not you 
just want to feel like a movie character or become a whip performance artist, come and get the information you have always wanted 
about whips. There are so many variations given the type, the sound, the length, the speed, material and other specs of whips that simply 
listening in will give you the knowledge to avoid any regrets when purchasing or making a whip. The basics cracks with be covered such 
as the cattleman’s crack, the side arm flick and the overhead crack in the safest manner possible, so that one will learn without ever hurting 
themselves. 

Forest- Intro to Dragon Staff- Gaby Rosa
Come learn the basics of dragon staff. We will be going over fundamental moves chi rolls, cheating death and some dragon theory. Rec-
ommended for beginners! 

SpinBalls- Radical Poi Stacks- Grant Baker
Radically Poipendicular: Right angle stacking and manipulation with poi. Tut, with poi! Learn a delightfully modular framework for shifting 
corners around that will leave your head thinking inside the box. This intermediate level class will teach you to square the circle and set you 
up to explore further on your own. Knowing how to perform an isolated pendulum will help with this class, but is not necessary. 

Slackland- Hatha/Vinyasa Funk N Flow Katt Watts
A combination of your typical Hatha Vinyasa with a Fun Merge of Funky Arm Balances & Inversions! 
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19
12:30pm Basic Contact Staff

Spades
Intro to 3-Ball Juggles 

Adam Engelson
Intro to Slackline
Unicorn Asana

Sassy Twin Tech
Jasmine Kienne

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage
Intro to Buugeng 

Alex Werst
Intro to Levi Wand

Lady Aetheria

12:30pm
Center Stage- Sassy Twin Hoop Tech Skills- Jasmine Kienne
This beginner to intermediate twin hooping workshop will focus on adding in some dance elements into simple twin skills to add a sassy 
flare to your twin routine. Come learn some simple footwork, body rolls and shimmies to the beat of some sexy music while incorpo-
rating twin hoops to create this hybrid dance style. 

Park Place- Intro to Buugeng- Alex Werst
In this class i go over the basics of buugeng: how directional spinning prevents you from catching the prop on yourself; wrist spinning 
in and out of arms up direction and down directions (basic buugeng movements); finger spinning above shoulder and finger stalling to 
reverse  directions (basic finger work). I will also cover basic buugeng tricks such as horizontal caps, vertical caps and isolations and 
how to transfer from trick to trick.

Backstage- Intro to LeviWand- Lady Aetheria
This class is for brand new wanders, we will cover the basics, of movement, history of Levi, clothing, different finger loops etc. 

Forest- Basic Contact Staff- Spades
Come learn how to spin a staff without gripping it with your hand!  
Welcome to the MAGICAL WORLD OF CONTACT STAFF!!  We will be starting from the basics and working our way up the ladder to 
cover any contact staff move you want to learn!  Class will be divided based on skill level and participants will be encouraged to move 
between groups to challenge themselves and help each other learn!  All skill levels welcome!

SpinBalls- Intro to 3-Ball Juggles- Adam Engelson
The name says it all. You will be doing the cascade (or some other moves if you already know that) before you leave this workshop.

Slackland- Intro to Slackline- Unicorn Asana
What is slacklining? Where did it come from? In this fundamentals class will learn the basics (sitting and standing) to get you on the line and a 
new flow addiction.  ALL LEVEL geared towards brand new slackers!
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19
2pm Contact Staff for 

Lower Half -KC Allen
Dance Your Poi Off

Grant Baker
Jedi Activation

Brian Ritter

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage
Beyond Cascade 
Richard Hartnell

Card Manipulation
April Choi

Advanced Hoop Body 
Rolls-Mike Hayataka

2pm
Center Stage- Advanced Hoop Body Rolls- Mike Hayataka
Advanced- Chest rolls are Mike’s favorite hoop move, and this class will explore what possibilities lie beyond the basics.  Starting with 
getting our chest roll as slow as possible, we will move into such moves as “chest roll to finger-tip / hand balance,” “turning rolls,” “fore-
arm to body roll,” “chest roll neck wrap,” “chest roll to face balance,” and “body roll breaks,” to name a few.  If you’ve ever wondered 
what’s possible now that you got your chest roll on lock down, this is the class for you.

Park Place- Beyond Cascade- Richard Hartnell
Description: Got three things? Want to know what to do besides “just juggle them?” This class is for you: a heap of tricks and patterns to 
introduce greater flexibility and flow to your juggling.

Backstage- Playing Card Manipulation- April Choi
They’re small and compact, but offer an infinite number of amazing things one can do. Playing cards are found as one of the basic genres 
of magic as well as existing in a realm of closely guarded secrets with card sharks. We will be going mainly over card flourishes working 
on ways to impress with shuffles, dribbles, springs, fans and possibly one handed aerial cutting patterns.

Forest- Contact Staff with Your Lower Half- KC Allen
This course introduces the fundamentals of lower body contact staff work. It includes conditioning and tips to take home about how to 
work up to more advanced moves. It focuses on classes of movement (rolls, wraps, traps) that participants are already familiar with in 
upper body work in order to provide them with a toolset to create their own combinations.

SpinBalls- Dance Your Poi Off- Grant Baker
Dance Your Poi Off: Stupid fun dance moves with poi. Need a break from all the serious tech? Spice up your spinning with some sassy dance/
poi fusion ideas, learn some fancy footwork, do a poi wedgie, and even roll around on the ground with your poi. This is an all levels class, 
but if you can perform basic poi flowers you will get slightly more out of it. 

Slackland- Jedi Activation- Brian Ritter
The Force is Real. This workshop teaches us how to become aware of and tap into this natural rhythm. We learn to open up to synchronicity, 
develop our energy sensitivity, find balance, build trust, dance into the flow state and even use the forces of nature to become battle ready 
Jedi. 
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19
3:30pm

Intermediate Levi Wand
Lady Aetheria

Intro to Poi
JayTee

Invert Yourself!
Katt Watts

Wedgies & Escalators: 
Twins- Jasmine Kienne

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage
Isolations 101

Saturn
Intro to Club Passing

Solenne & Russell

3:30pm
Center Stage- Wedgies & Escalators with Twin Hoops- Jasmine Kienne
Continuous wedgies and escalators twin hoop workshop. In this workshop, we will explore the vast world of continuous wedgies and 
escalators with twin hoops. Students should be already be practiced in the basic single hoop wedgie and escalator. Together we will ex-
plore the four main areas of continuous wedgies and escalators and create a sequence using one to two skills from each category. Students 
should bring with them twin hoops ranging in size from 25-33 OD. Polypro tubing works the best for these skills. I will provide hoops for 
students to borrow during the workshop.

Park Place- Isolations 101- Saturn
In front, behind the back, to the side, and back around! This workshop begins with a review of the basic hoop isolation, followed by an 
introduction to different methods, illusions, and ghosting variations. 

Backstage- Intro to Club Passing- Solenne & Russell
We’ll work through foundations of passing to passing 6 clubs. Adaptable for learners at different levels. 

Forest- Intermediate Levi Wand- Lady Aetheria
Intro to Contact Levi, we will go over the basics for Contact Levi, perches, tic-tocs, wrist wraps, stalls, conveyor belts and if there is time 
some more advanced moves.   

SpinBalls- Intro to Poi- JayTee
This is for absolute beginners, we will learn the basic movements that will carry you through the fundamental feeling that draws people back 
to poi time and time again.

Slackland- Invert Yourself!- Katt Watts
Workshop geared to learning the proper techniques of getting into those Funky Inversions & Arm Balances utilizing strength & balance!
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19
5pm Staff Toss & 

Juggling- Spades
8-Step Stall Chase

Grant Baker
NeuroScience of Flow

Richard Hartnell
Clown Technique

Dr Boogie

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage
Creating Magick

SpaceDragon
Next Level Buugeng

 Alex Werst

5pm
Center Stage- Clown Technique (All Levels & All Props)- Dr Boogie
We will begin with a brief history of clowning and a dive into clown philosophy. We will play games designed to help you reach deep 
inside and release your inner clown truth. Once we’ve unlocked our full clown energies, we will experiment with creating skits and ex-
plore how to grow them into full acts. 

Park Place- Creating Magick with Hoops- SpaceDragon the Flaccid Broccoli
“Creating Magick” in this fun and creative workshop, we will learn some basics of prop manipulation, and illusions. We will explore dif-
ferent isolation variations, as well as ways to put them together! 

Backstage- Next Level Buugeng- Alex Werst
Advanced buugeng connecting the dots, in this class I go over more advanced buugeng tricks including behind the back tricks transfering 
to different planes, body wraps, breaks and combos.

Forest- Staff Tosses & Juggling- Spades
Learn how to throw sticks in the air with style!  We will start with basic concepts and staff tosses for you to incorporate into your single 
or double staff spinning flow.  The class will progress into fancy toss variations and conclude with several staff juggling patterns. All skill 
levels welcome! (several sets of staffs will be provided, but please bring your own if possible)

SpinBalls- 8-Step Stall Chase- Grant Baker
Secrets of the 8 Step Stall Chase. Ready to take your stall chasers to the next level? This class will focus on unlocking the 8 step stall chase, a 
framework that adds an incredible level of connectivity to and boosts the innovative potential of the humble stall chaser, in addition to being 
a technically dazzling trick in its own right. This trick is both wide and deep...This is an intermediate to advanced class and it is recommended 
to be comfortable with vertical and horizontal poi stalls to get the most out of this class. 

Slackland- NeuroScience of Practice and Flow- Richard Hartnell
Description: What is the flow state, really? How does learning work? What is muscle memory? How do mystical experiences happen? Is 
consciousness real? What’s the best way to practice? What is the cosmic significance of the circle... and the circus?

6pm

FREE! Primal Glow Yoga with Jesicca Aloha
Let your Body be free and GLOW with Primal orgasmic energy!  This FREE workshop will have you pulsing to the beat with a fresh well-
spring of sensation.  Primal glow is a dynamic Flow designed to remind you of your innate ability to enjoy freedom of movement and 
help you connect with your body’s natural wisdom. This is a Soulful Fusion incorporating, Orgasmic Breath, Dance and Primal Animal 
Movements.
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

11am Shoulder Staffways
KC Allen

Poi Fundamentals
Adam Engelson

Slackasana
Unicorn Asana

3 Clubs 2 People
Solenne & Russell

Fan Trigonometry
Typhlo

Hoop Yoga Pose
Jasmine Kienne

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

Blues & Tango Dance
April Choi

10am

FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert & Madi
Kids Yoga With Madi & Robert - A fun filled hour of yoga and games with Madi and Robert. Children will learn the basic principles of yoga 
while having a ton of fun, allowing them to have peace and get play with others as well!

FREE! Hat Juggles For Wizards and Muggles with RainFlower
Hats are Hoops with Lids! I believe hats possess HUGE versatility as objects of play.  In this workshop, I will introduce you to a bowler hat, 
and together, you and your hat will learn to create a dance that is special and specific to you through some guided play and skill building.  
All ages and skill levels welcome. Bowler hats are very accessible juggling props and I promise everyone who picks one up will find success 
and a huge smile or two along the way. Feel free to bring other props with you to incorporate this costume/prop into your existing flow as 
well. We may need to share, but I have a multitude of hats so please don’t worry if you don’t have your own.

11am
Center Stage- 3 Clubs 2 People- Solenne & Russell
Learn fun shared juggling patterns including side by side juggling, steals, and the walk-around. 

Park Place-Partner Dancing: Blues and Tango- April Choi
There are few styles of social dancing that encourages both parties to both lead and follow; this is the world of having a conversation 
through a physical connection with someone else, talking to another soul using your movement and body language. No need for words to 
have a conversation and no need for specific steps with conversational blues or argentine tango. They are styles that come from the swing 
and latin world that encompasses the ability to give minute cues to your partner to encourage them to move in a certain way. Learn how 
both to lead and follow these cues in a truly conversational style of partnered dance; with breaks, musicality, call and response, without 
the rigid formulation of other partner dance styles, perfect for flow artist.

Backstage- Single Hoop Yoga Pose- Jasmine Kienne
This workshop will delve into the amazing world of yoga poses with a hula hoop. Students should have some experience with leg hooping 
and foot hooping. This is an intermediate class. 

Forest- SNeS and Steve Pathways Deconstructed (Intermediate - Contact Staff)- KC Allen
Deconstructs various moves (front and back side Vertical SNS, the Vertical Steve, Horizontal Steve etc), and focuses on stall points and 
traps. You will leave this workshop with an intimate understanding of how the staff and your body travel through space for each move. The 
aim is to facilitate your ability to discover new transitions and trick variations. Prerequisites: comfort balancing and rolling the staff on the 
body, patience for drills, some familiarity with the horizontal steve. 

SpinBalls- Poi Fundamentals- Timing, Direction, and Planes (T.D.P.)- Adam Engelson
You don’t need to learn “tricks” in order to know how to spin. Once you understand these fundamentals, you can INVENT your own tricks!

Slackland- Slackasana- Unicorn Asana
Slackline Yoga or Slackasana is a unique practice that teaches complete body awareness. It is a moving meditation that will redefine your 
sense of balance and mental focus. It involves balacing on a 1-2 inch wide “yoga mat” (slackline). In this workshop you’ll learn the basics of 
slackasana. No experience needed. Come take your yoga, off the yoga mat. ALL LEVELS 
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

12:30pm Angel Rolls
Spades

Contact Juggling
Richard Hartnell

Acro Yoga 101!
Katt Watts

Hoop Balance
Mike Hayataka

Advanced Acro Hoop
Saturn

Poi Movement
Russell Paac

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

12:30pm
Center Stage- Hoop Balance Techniques for All Levels (and all prop users) - All-Levels- Mike Hayataka
Mike has been obsessed with hoop balance for the last 2 years and this class is an opportunity to share all he’s learned.  Designed to give 
beginners the basic exercises to practice, and to give experienced balancers new ideas, this balance class is great for all levels.  Even if you 
don’t use hula hoops, hoop balance has no prerequisites so please join us.  We will be learning techniques from the hand and finger-tip 
balances to the butterfly and face balance. If you seek calmness mixed with constant concentration in your practice, come balance some 
hoops with us!

Park Place- Acro Hooping (Advanced)- Saturn
This workshop will introduce you to two advanced tumbling moves that incorporate the hula hoop. First, we will spend some time doing 
a deep stretch of the back and legs, followed by a review of the standing backbend and cartwheel. We will then work our way toward 
incorporating the hoops and spend the remainder of class practicing and exploring different variations.

Backstage-Poi Movement and Transitional Steps: Moving with Poi- Russell Paac
In this class, we’re going to focus on how footwork can become the focus of good poi (and other props that come in pairs). We will be 
using reels, tracers, and flowers to learn how to cleanly and smoothly use our feet to move across a space. We’ll also focus a bit on plane 
changes to expand our ability to move in a space as well.  It’s strongly recommended that you know how to do reels before taking this class. 

Forest- Angel Rolls for Contact Staff- Spades
We will be exploring one of the most visually stunning and fun moves in contact staff: the “Angel Roll”.  
This workshop will begin by learning the Angel Roll then move on to cover dozens of variations starting with the classic and working our 
way up.  Expect to toss, kick, and spin your way through some new ideas!

SpinBalls- Contact Juggling (All Levels)- Richard Hartnell
Description: A survey of most/all the basic and intermediate techniques in contact juggling. How to shave six months off the beginning of your 
journey by identifying the bad habits that make everybody plateau and suck forever.

Slackland- AcroYoga 101!- Katt Watts
Grab a partner & learn the Magic of Flight ! Whether you are a Base, Flyer or a Newbie, we’ve got you covered! This workshop is geared 
towards giving you the confidence to fly or base into the beginner Acro Moves you’ve always wanted to learn! 
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

2pm Intro to 5-Ball
Solenne Alexa

Poi Transitions 
Adam Engelson

Slackro Secrets
Andrea Sarcos

Blues & Tango Dance
April Choi

Multi-Hoop- On & Off 
Body- Ali Padiak

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

Intro to Fan Tech
Typhlo

2pm
Center Stage- Circus Style Multi-Hoop (Level: Intermediate/Advance)- Ali Padiak
 In this workshop we will be working with 2-6 hoops (ALL on body) Tricks covered: Weaves, Juggling styles/patterns, Quads, Foot Hooping 
(standing), and intro to On-Body Hoop Splitting!

Park Place- Intro Samba- Dr Boogie
Intro to Samba (Brazilian street dance/Carnaval style -- All Props):
Come try out this unique style of Latin booty shaking! The rhythm and flavor of the huge Carnaval celebration in Rio de Janeiro will give 
you skills in quick footwork and crowd engagement. Once everyone has picked up on the basic step, we’ll add some flare, then finish with 
a Rio-style Roda (pronounced “ho-da”) where we will circle up and dance for each other. 

Backstage- Intro to Fan Tech- Typhlo
Intro to Fan Tech Doodle grip: learning about the different ways to grip your doodle grip fans, the fan alphabet and a fun choreograph that 
will let you get through the shapes/letters you will learn. 

Forest- Intro to 5 Ball Juggling- Solenne Alexa
Learn 3 ball, 4 ball, and 5 ball exercises to help you build muscle memory to juggle 5 balls. Get personalized advice on learning and 
improving upon a 5 ball juggling pattern. 

SpinBalls- Poi Transitions: Find Your Flow- Adam Engelson
This workshop is for beginner and intermediate poi spinners, that have some moves down but have a difficult time transitioning between them 
and maintaining a “flow state.” I will go over different “transitionary moves” (stalls, wraps, and tosses) as well as the importance of maintaining 
your planes and timing in order to assure a smooth transition.

Slackland- Slackro Secrets- Andrea Sarcos
“Slackro Secrets: Balancing on People” combines the art of slacklining and acroyoga (partner acrobatics). Students will learn the fundamentals 
of acroyoga including bone stacking, counter balance and points of contact. Through trust, communication and an open mind, participants 
will practice various poses, which require balance and concentration. They will also learn how to base, fly and spot each other. The main goal 
here is to have fun through building community. No previous slackro experience necessary. Beginner’s class.

Intro to Samba
Dr Boogie
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

3:30pm
Step Onto Stage

Spades
Spin ALL the Poi

Grant Baker
Rigging Basic Lines

Unicorn Asana
Intro to Cyr Wheel

Gaby Rosa
Sassy Pizza Party 

SpaceDragon

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

3:30pm
Center Stage- Intro to Cyr Wheel- Gaby Rosa
Always wanted to try cyr wheel? Nows your chance! No experience required, all levels welcome. We’ll be learning the fundamental move 
of cyr wheel the waltz. 

Park Place- Intro to Ground Work- KC Allen
Intro to Contact Staff Groundwork (Intermediate/Advanced - Contact Staff)
How to smoothly transition to the ground and begin adjusting upper body and foot and leg moves for manipulation on the ground. 

Backstage- Step Onto Stage- Spades 
Prop manipulation and dance naturally lends itself to being a spectacle.  Let’s work together to build that talent into a routine created to 
WOW an audience!   All Props and skills welcome!  We will focus on concepts, not choreography.  Great for first timers AND experienced 
performers.   GAMES included!

Forest- “Sassy Flaccy’s Pizza Party”- SpaceDragon the Flaccid Broccoli
In this high energy workshop, we will explore pizza tosses and chatches. We will take an in depth look at proper posture and body position 
for a clean pizza toss, as well as my most asked about on body catch! (It’s actually secretly really simple) ;) 

SpinBalls- Spin ALL the Poi- Grant Baker
Spin ALL the Poi. Numbers spinning! This workshop will build off the humble poi wedgie to get your brain buzzing with how to spin 11+ (!!!) 
poi AT THE SAME TIME, in addition to other interesting poi wedgie tricks and combinations. This is an all levels class. Requisites: knowing a 
few 2 poi in one hand tricks and basic poi juggling will help you get the most from this class, but are not strictly necessary. Also, BRING ALL 
THE POI. 

Slackland- Rigging Basic Lines- Unicorn Asana
Rigging Basic Slacklines - Primitive and Ratchet Line set ups. Questions and answers on treeless set ups, local rules and regulations, and tree 
protection. Mostly talk with hands on practice towards end with both styles of basic slackline set up. 

5pm
Center Stage- Quad Hoops - All-Levels- 2 Hoops, 1 Hand - 4 Hoops, 2 Arms - Mike Hayataka
Multi hoop manipulation has taken the hoop community by storm.  With different multi-hoop grips and transitions, hoopers minds have 
been expanded into the realm of quad-hooping.  This class will teach, at an extremely detailed level, what our hands, fingers and forearms 
need to be doing in order to hold more than one hoop per hand.  In addition, we will be focusing on normal issues that hoopers have 
trouble with when doing multiple hoops, such as keeping planes, grip switching, and keeping the viewer’s perspective in mind.  We’ll learn 
how to make flat shapes, 3-D shapes, Ocho grip switches, and hybrid basics.  The end goal of this class is the get students comfortable 
moving multiple hoops through space and discovering new ways to hold the hoops.

Intro to Ground Work
KC Allen
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
FREE! Kids Yoga with Robert and Madi & Hat Juggles with RainFlower10am

5pm Intro to Staff Fishtails 
Richard Harnell

Po Tracers & VTG
Russell Paac

Acro Yoga Journey
Robert and Madi

Quad-Hoops
Mike Hayataka

Advanced Levi 
Wand- Lady Aetheria

Beginner Whip 
Cracks- April Choi

SpinBallsForest SlacklandCenter Stage Park Place Backstage

Fan Trigonometry
Typhlo

5pm Continued
Park Place- Advanced Levi Wand: MORE Contact & Exploring Partner Levi Wand Work- Lady Aetheria
Advanced: Dance and Partner Work with the levi wand,  We will explore movement, as well as some partner dancing connections that 
you can do with levi.

Backstage- Fan Trigonometry- Typhlo
Fan Trigonometry: learning with the foundation of coordinate planes to be able to simply explore a new dimension of fan tech, mesmer-
izing right angles and box tech. it’s like tutting but with your fans!

Forest- Intro to Staff Fishtails- Richard Hartnell
Fishtails are an awesome and deeply satisfying trick and a fundamental technique for any contact staff performer. They’ve got a rough 
learning curve, but with a little bit of work you’ll be on the path to having a beautiful, hands-free method of contact staff. We’ll start by 
learning reverse and forward fishtails with both hands and can move on to double fishtails if there’s interest.

SpinBalls-Poi Tracers and the Vulcan Tech Gospel- Russell Paac
In this class, we’ll be taking a broad look at the early days of tech poi, back when YouTube was new and Home of Poi was one of the few 
libraries of available knowledge. These moves we’ll be learning are the building blocks of ideas that help contribute to modern tech, today. 
My opinion is that without these, climbing the ladder of poi is next to impossible.

Slackland- Acro Yoga Journey- Robert and Madi
Acro/partner yoga for beginners where the foundation of acro will be laid out and students will quickly reach a level of safety and profi-
ciency from which they can start to work on practicing flows and intermediate poses.

6pm

FREE! Boxes of Beats- An Intro to Beatboxing with Flummox 
While not technically object manipulation (although microphone holding techniques are very important with performance), beatboxing 
is certainly a flow art, and one ANYBODY can learn without any money spent! The class will break down maintaining basic timing, 
percussive sounds, vocal bass and synth sounds, and breathing techniques needed in order to find your groove! Then at the end, we jam 
together in a massive “mouth-circle!”

FREE! HugLife with Spades!
Hug Life - The Science and sociology of hugs, including a hug buffet!
Come experience dozens of fun and creative hugs while exploring the science and sociology beneath the practice of hugging in our 
culture and around the world.  Guaranteed to entertain and build friendships!



Adam Engelson is currently based in Central Florida. He has been 
spinning poi for 8 years, beatboxing for 20, and has been an alien since 
birth. He goes by the name FLUMMOX when he is making music, and 
nothing brings him greater joy than helping you learn how to commu-
nicate with the aliens as well.

Alex Werst is a 24 year old flow artist, performer and instructor from 
fort pierce florida. His love for the flow state has encouraged him to 
become proficient in many areas of object manipulation including poi , 
contact staff, buugeng, double staff, quad hoops juggling and ropedart. 
He has been flowing since 2014 he loves to bring people together to 
expand on the flow state and knowledge of object manipulation. His 
beliefs in the mental health benefits of the flow state push him to teach 
and bring people together through flow arts.

Ali Padiak “I am a Chicago native but moved to South Florida in fall 
of 2015. After moving, I was accepted into an elite troupe of cirque 
performers from north Miami, known as Rainbow Circus Miami! I am 
currently their only hula hoop artist, working along side some of the 
best contortionists, aerialists, & jugglers!”



Andrea is a nomadic adventurer from Caracas, Venezuela. She was 
raised in the rat’s mouth—Boca Raton, Florida (also her current home 
base). She currently works as a full-time freelance photographer/vid-
eographer. Andrea discovered slacklining as a student at the University 
of Florida in Gainesville in 2012. She loved how slacklining gave her 
freedom, courage, confidence and strength. Since then she has slack-
lined in many parts of the world including Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, 
France, Spain, Germany and many cities throughout the U.S.A. She 
doesn’t plan on stopping anytime soon. Andrea thinks that home is a 
feeling that can be cultivated and found wherever you are, especially 
on a line.

April Choi has studied dance and movement arts almost all of her 
life. Various types of dance, martial arts and fire performance exist in 
her expansive repertoire of skills. She currently works as an analytical 
engineer in the Peoria,  Illinois and travels extensively around the coun-
try teaching and performing a myriad of dance and movement classes.
April has extensive knowledge and experience in whips. With a Master’s 
Degree in Computational Fluid Dynamics with a focus in High Speed 
Compressible Multi-Phase Flows, she really understands the physics 
and dynamics of whips. This has allowed her to design and create some 
of the best whips available. Her skills with a whip have led her to teach 
and perform on television, at events and festivals all over the country.

Brian Ritter is a teacher of energetic, mental and physical arts. He 
has been a practitioner of Tai Chi, Qi Gong, Meditation, Breathwork 
and Martial Arts for over 16 years, and has taught for 6. He specializes 
in creatively crafting classes which synergistically blend powerful prac-
tices into profound experiences. He has a degree in Psychology, and 
certifications in Tai Chi, Qi Gong, Gamma Breath Therapy and Herb-
al Medicine. He is currently studying Taoist Inner Alchemy, Advanced  
Martial Arts and has a strong base of knowledge in a wide range of 
spiritual disciplines.   



Dr. Boogie began dancing to Incubus in her socks on hardwood 
floors as a preteen. As an adult she spent a collective 8 years dancing 
Swing, Lindy Hop and Samba, until she came across the circus and 
flow arts community, where her goofy flare was fully appreciated and 
empowered. She’s been squeaking ever since. For the last 4 years she 
has enriched her skills in various fire props, juggling, stilt walking, part-
ner acro, aerial arts and of course clowning.

Gaby is a passionate flow artist and circus artist teaching and perform-
ing in Florida. She currently resides in St. Pete and teaches Cyr wheel 
at The Movement Sanctuary. She fell in love with flow arts 4 years ago 
and since then she’s dedicated her time inspiring others and sharing her 
passion. You can Find her cyr wheeling, juggling, and staff spinning all 
over Florida!

Grant became a devotee of poi manipulation after he saw his first 
split-time opposite antispin flower at a local burn in 2009. From then 
on he has been an obsessive innovator, instructor, and performer of poi. 
He has performed professionally with Unifire Theatre in and around the 
Southeast. In addition to performance he has been teaching poi at fes-
tivals up and down the eastern seaboard since 2012, spreading the joy 
of poi to newcomers and sharing his more advanced techniques with 
those looking to enhance their art. He has become known throughout 
the poi community as a smart and fun spinner with a unique, interest-
ing style encompassing a broad range of techniques. 



Jasmine Kienne began hoop dancing in October of 2012. Since 
then, she has obtained her FitnessHoopDance certification and cur-
rently she teaches hoop dance privately online video lessons as well 
as hoop dance classes and private lessons all around the central Texas 
area.  Jasmine enjoys traveling all over America presenting her dou-
ble hoop workshops including teaching at Flowstorm 2017 and 2016, 
Texas Flow Festival 2016 and 2015, Return to Roots 2016 and 2015,  
Playthink 2017, Jamboree 2017, and Hoopcamp 2017, MoFlow and 
SoFlow 2017 as well as privately hosted workshops in the Shreveport, 
Austin, Dallas and Tampa areas.  She  was nominated in three cate-
gories of Hoopie awards in 2016 and after being nominated for four 
Hoopie categories in 2017, she just received a Hoopie for the Fab 40 
and over category.   She is absolutely thrilled to be spreading the love 
of this beautiful flow art through performance and pedagogy.  Jasmine 
is sponsored by Katie Emmitt of kemmitthoops.org.

Jaytee has been practicing the flow arts for five years. During that 
time, he has learned a wide variety of arts, and is described as a multi-
prop specialist. He is a huge believer that every practice affects every 
other, and that there is powerful medicine in the movement of flow 
arts. As an instructor, he has been hard at work spreading the flow arts 
to populations that need it most, including those with special needs, 
elders in the community, and veterans. The first thing that is empha-
sized among everyone who has learned from him is the sharing of that 
knowledge. He believes that the passing of knowledge from one human 
being to another is among the most celebrated and ancient methods of 
forming a connection between two people. He was an Ocean Rescue 
Training Officer at one time in his professional career, a swim instructor 
since the age of 16 and has been a surf coach for several years. 

Jesicca Aloha
Jesicca Aloha is a multi-dimensional, outrageous, unique and talented 
being.  Her passion for dance, animals and human movement has lead 
her  exploring and developing all the living arts she is currently sharing. 
Over the past 15 years she has learned many styles of yoga, dance and 
bodywork. 

She is a 500 RYT with an extensive repertoire in healing and movement 
arts. 



Katt Watts is a Native Florida Local, who started her Yoga Journey 
11 years ago. She became a RYT 200 Certified Instructor specializing 
in the Arts of Aerial Yoga, S.U.P. Yoga (Stand Up Paddle) & Pole Dance. 
Her Passions include all of the Arts from Sketch pad to Canvas, Jewelry 
& Clothing Design to the Dance of Stretching not only on Land, but 
Water and Air!

She states, “Yoga introduced such a vivid color pallet to My World, one 
I had never seen. When I finally realized my Passion for Yoga & Dance 
was the key to truly BEing Me, I had to share the light it offered. It is 
beyond a workout, it’s a work-in, towards a happier healthier you.”

KC ALLEN  is a fire arts performer and instructor, best known for 
her “Contact Staff With Your Lower Half” workshops and contact staff 
routines rooted in ballet and contemporary dance. Her greatest passion 
is teaching. She has been leading flow arts workshops for more than 5 
years and is distracted by object manipulation and dance of all types.

Aetheria has been in the flow arts community since 2012 and before 
she picked up a prop she was  photographer for a local fire troupe.  
Aetheria is a performer and instructor, that loves to share knowledge 
and tell stories with her stage shows.   She is one of the Organizers for 
Seattle Spinurn, the bi-monthly fire jam at Gasworks, an Organizers for 
Pacific Fire Gathering, and NWFF,  as well as an FAI safety instructor.  
Aetheria has performed across the country and hopes that her acts in-
spire people to find their passion.  



Robert, aka Love Bear has been practicing acroyoga since 
2014 and he strongly believes in the virtues of the art and practice of 
acroyoga. Acro can teach us so much about ourselves and about how 
to be in partnership and play team with other people. The physical 
benefits of acroyoga are undeniable, but it is the social/spiritual/part-
nership aspects of the practice that had me fall in love with it. 

Madi: “I believe by allowing ourselves to be in the experience of 
flow, in any activity, we can become filled with life force energy and 
learn how to trust ourselves, others, and heal. Acro yoga is an amaz-
ing way to stay fit, connect with yourself and your partner, learn how 
to trust, and have fun. Partnership is essential to many areas of life 
and being in a state of surrendering to a partner can create freedom 
and trust. You will be surprised what your body can achieve when you 
lead with your heart!”

Mike Hayataka, THAT HOOP GUY,  has been hooping for over 
8 years and in that time has fallen in love with hooping and teaching 
object manipulation technique.  With his unique style and liquid flow 
he’s now taking his over 7 years of teaching experience to the flow 
community.  His analytical teaching style informs intuitive, hard to ex-
plain concepts, through single technique-based breakdowns.  With a 
successful international and domestic workshop portfolio he has taught 
at over 40 flow and hoop events over the last 4 years.  



Richard Hartnell is a multi-disciplinary circus artist from the US 
west coast. He is best known as one of the world’s eminent practi-
tioners of “contact juggling.”

Co-founder of the blossoming Bellingham Circus Guild, Richard dove 
full-time into the circus arts in 2009 when he relocated to a cluster of 
live-in circus studios in Oakland, California -- the seat of North Ameri-
can fire dancing at the time. From there, he worked both solo and with 
several troupes while embarking on tours across twelve countries.

He has joyously shared stages and green rooms with artists such as 
Bassnectar, Michael Moschen, Viktor Kee, Beats Antique, Static-X, Tom 
Noddy, the Flying Karamazov Brothers, MarchFourth Marching Band, 
and more.

Russell began studying flow arts in 2011. Merely a year later, he was 
a main organizer for JaxFlow in Jacksonville, FL - a monthly mini-festi-
val where instructors taught flow arts workshops. There, with assistance 
from his mentor, he obtained an obsession with poi and contact staff 
and, more importantly, a love for teaching. Later, after moving Seattle, 
WA, he became a well known face among the flow arts community and 
expanded this desire to teach. Today, he assists in running the Seattle 
Saturday spin jam, teaching one-on-one whenever possible. He’s been 
a featured instructor at FlowShop - a weekly event with both local and 
travelling performers and teachers. He’s also an organizer for North-
West Flow Fest, pulling instructors from around the country to spread 
knowledge and grow the community.

Saturn, 23, was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and grew up in South 
Florida. She recently graduated from Northeastern University where the 
studied Music Industry, Communications, Psychology, and Sociology 
and was President of the Northeastern Spinning Arts Club.

Saturn’s dance journey began when she was just five years old. She 
grew up training in ballet, hip hop, cheerleading, gymnastics, theater, 
and soccer. Her eclectic background and adventurous personality 
eventually led her into the realm of circus arts, through which she start-
ed with a simple hula hoop and evolved into a well-rounded flow and 
movement artist. After years of coordinating flow events and workshops 
in Boston, she is thrilled to share her love for the flow arts community 
in her hometown of South Florida.



Solenne Alexa “I have been practicing various flow arts for over a 
dozen years now. When I first tried to juggle I threw balls every which 
way except my hands. My own struggle helped me better understand 
how to overcome common problems while learning juggling. In addi-
tion to juggling balls, clubs, and torches, I also spin poi, do some hula 
hooping, contact juggling, clowning, crow-style meteor, and have re-
cently started learning contact staff. I find that practicing multiple props 
has helped me see how patterns relate to one another and how to trans-
fer concepts between props. My favorite skills usually involve group 
interaction, such as shared juggling, club passing, and poi passing.”

SpaceDragon the Flaccid Broccoli says “I have been hula 
hooping for ten very happy years now. I’d be super excited to come 
play, and share some of the tricks and techniques I’ve picked up over 
the years. I offer a special level of love filled motivation. Being over-
weight most of my life, I’ve learned that there is no excuse to not prac-
tice! It doesn’t matter who you are! “ you have brains in your head, and 
feet in your shoes, you can stear yourself any direction you choose!” 

Spades is a graceful ninja capable of astounding feats of balance. He 
specializes in contact staff and juggling, but explores all props com-
bined with theatrics and movement.  Spades is based out of Portland, 
Oregon, but has taught workshops and performed around the world 
since 2007. 



Tina “RainFlower” Holt is a circus artist, hoop manipulator, mod-
el, juggler, actress, and clown originally from Atlanta, GA. She began 
teaching circus arts in 2007 and has been performing for groups of all 
ages all over the United States since 2012. She provides entertainment 
in a variety of settings, including private parties, festivals, public events, 
corporate events, theaters, the street, and not for profit events. In 2018, 
she toured the Eastern United States performing a hat juggling act, a 
multi-hoop act, and a clown act with the Lewis and Clark Circus. There 
is nothing Ms. RainFlower loves more than to see audience members 
light up with joy and excitement and crack up with laughter. Play is her 
favorite paint brush, and she just wants to paint the world in rainbows!

Rooted in Ecuador and living large in the city of Miami. At the age of 7, 
Juanz first got on stage for a block party dance off in his home town, 
the clown MC asked the parents to bring their child up to try to win a 
prize, winning the preliminary round, the final opponent would be the 
clown himself. Since that day dance has been a big part of my life and 
it’s taught me a lot about rhythm and culture. Flow Arts and prop ma-
nipulation is a great way to learn new body movements that the mind 
has not recognized before and that is what first reeled me into this type 
of art. Hooping has brought me many opportunities but the most beau-
tiful memory i can recall is being in Rothbury, Michigan for it’s Electric 
Forest Music Festival. I was blessed to score a position in the Hoop 
Troupe that the festival organizes, to see my group have a role in the 
schedule for thousands to see. spreading awareness and consciousness 
on healthy eating and exercises is another passion of mine, I like to help 
plant that seed in others so that their life purpose can be found and they 
can reach enlightenment.

“Unicorn Asana” Jerrod Fassler is a professional slackline 
and yoga teacher based out of the Denver-Metro area of Colorado. He 
teaches full time at Kindness Yoga, a Denver based studio, top rated by 
5280 magazine Top of The Town 2014, 2015, 2017 and Denver A-List 
voted best yoga studio 2013-2018. One of the three top teachers at 
Kindness Yoga offered the studio lead position as a full time instructor.
Both of Jerrod’s 200 hour teacher trainings were certified by Kindness 
Yoga, with his initial training lead by CEO of Kindness Ellen Kaye and 
Patrick Montgomery, director of yoga at  Movement Climbing and Fit-
ness. He was carefully selected amongst hundreds of try-outs for his 
position as a teacher. Jerrod was trained in slacklining yoga by one 
of founders of Yogaslackers, Sam Salwei as well as by Raquel Her-
nandez-Cruz and and Adi Carter. He is currently an ambassador for 
Slackline industries, one of top U.S based slacklining companies glob-
ally. He has been guest featured at 40+ respected festivals, events, and 
workshops since 2016. Slackasana has become a daily part of his life, 
but when not slacklining or teaching influential and heart felt classes, 
you can find him hiking trails in the rocky mountains, playing at the 
park with his dogs, attending live music events, or nerding out to any-
thing Star Wars. Tutorial and Flow Videos posted daily on his Instagram: 
@unicornasana


